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About This Game

Description

God's Basement is a first-person, narrative-driven, single player horror game. The deeper you explore, the more you remember
about your past life, along with the horrors associated with it. Discover the secret to God's Basement and what kind of

individuals are sentenced here. Fight the fear seeping into your mind as the horrors of the past come alive through the world
around you.

Story

You wake up in a normal, almost monotonous office room, hearing the faint sound of a phone ringing in the next room. The
caller is an entity that introduces himself as The Operator, and gives you a set of instructions to follow. The documents around

the room imply that you are in the afterlife, a specific version of the afterlife called God's Basement. The Operator keeps
instructing you to go deeper and explore the depths of God's Basement, while simultaneously revealing the details of your past

life, along with the horrors associated with it.

Features

- A strong focus on atmospheric tension
- Two main environments, a modern office area and a house

- Includes puzzles and riddles with varying difficulty
- Primarily a "Walking-Simulator"
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- Emphasizes the unfolding of a story rather than fast paced action-oriented gameplay
- Provides an intense psychological horror experience

Gameplay

God's Basement doesn't have any complicated mechanics. The game doesn't involve any survival, retaliation or "hide and seek"
style gameplay. Atmospheric horror elements are emphasized, along with creepy and borderline disturbing imagery. Most of the
events in the game are scripted and straightforward although there are puzzles and riddles to be found. This game follows more

of a "Walking-Simulator" style of gameplay than an action oriented one. If you're looking for a fast-paced, action-packed
survival horror experience, this game probably won't satisfy that need. If you're looking for a slower-paced, narrative-driven

experience that puts a strong emphasis on fear, give this game a try.
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Open game then close game = all achievements.. https://i.imgur.com/vDkaEIJ.png. While the 2D version is a disappointment,
the VR DLC finally explores the full potential of the game with VR.
Every parts of the game work flawlessly in VR. It is just like watching a VR anime during the cut scenes which is super
awesome.. Only thing wrong with this DLC is the RPM indicator was taken from a Piper Cherokee.... The green arc should only
go between 2000 and 2500 rpm. Other than that, great DLC! 9.9\/10. very nice horror game :D the best :). I almost
recommended the game until the last 15 minutes before the ending... the graphics, music, gameplay, dialogues are just what I
desired in a point&click adventure game, and the story is really captivating. However, when you ruin an ending in any kind of
storytelling, you basically dismiss all the process of getting there.. This game is really fantastic ! Graphics are great, music is
calm and controls are good enough to end the puzzles easily when you have the right solution. One of my favorite game.

Important note : for the Spirit mode, you can complete the levels even after chrono has reach zero. Time is for scoring only. No
stress...
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nice \ud83d\udc19. Over all it is just a bad game. Similar to real-time strategy cult classics like Command & Conquer, this title
is great for players that like games that involve creating an army, managing resources and conquering places. Even though this
game is still in Early Access, it shows great potential compared to similar titles, since it gives the player the freedom to explore
this dystopian world where robots fight your battles to become the greatest ruler amongst your chosen faction.

Pros:

 Sand-box style exploration: wander around this immense world to conquer as many cities as you want. This type of title
guarantees endless hours of entertainment.

 Diverse factions: choose which side are you on and crush the other factions to become the greatest ruler on the planet!

 Simple gameplay: this sci-fi game combines both RPG and real-time strategy games dynamics in order to have both
great battles and economy-driven dynamics. Farm resources, build factories, create robots and get ready to attack all of
your enemies to make your faction the strongest one in the world.
Cons:

 Lack of tutorial: I hope the devs add a brief explanation of the controls on the next updates. Some dynamics
need a better description, especially when it comes to navigation. However, if you\u2019ve already played this
type of game, this shouldn\u2019t bother you at all because the interface is pretty intuitive.

  Needs more diversity: there aren\u2019t types of robots included yet and some elements are repetitive.
Probably, these changes will be added on further updates when this game is finished.
I\u2019d recommend buying this game because it has a lot of potential to become a great title after its minor
issues are solved.. its\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. A truly gorgeous game! I was a little worried that the
8-bit gameplay wouldn't hold up, but it plays great too. Highly recommended to all platform\/metrovania fans.
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